
Chapter 5847 

A sudden voice from outside the crowd made everyone look back 

subconsciously. 

Neither Joseph nor Gustavo expected that someone would intervene at this 

time. 

Just as he was wondering, 

Charlie had already separated from the people outside and walked up to 

Gustavo and Joseph. 

The boys who were pushed away didn’t understand why they were pushed to 

both sides by this tall and thin boy. 

Before they could react, the person had already passed by them. 

When Joseph saw that Charlie had an unfamiliar oriental face, 

He immediately pointed at Charlie angrily and asked, 

“Who the h3ll are you? Are you looking for death?” 

After saying that, he didn’t want to waste time on Charlie, 

And immediately scolded the two people around him: 

“Pull this kid out and beat him to death!” 

As soon as the two of them heard this, 

They immediately geared up and approached Charlie. 

In their opinion, Charlie was tall and thin, 



And looked like the kind of person who never exercised. 

And they were both muscular men bigger than the mouth of a bowl. 

It was easy to teach Charlie a lesson. 

The two people quickly came to Charlie, one of them stretched out a hand, 

And was about to grab Charlie and drag him out. 

Unexpectedly, Charlie suddenly became angry and took action, 

Grabbing the two people’s outstretched arms. 

The expressions of both of them were shocked. 

No one saw how Charlie made his move, but their hands were indeed caught 

by Charlie. 

Just when the two of them were surprised,\ 

Charlie suddenly twisted his hands inwards, 

Twisting their arms instantly and deforming them. 

A crackling sound like firecrackers came out, 

The two of them were directly turned over on the spot because of the huge 

torque in their arms. 

After twisting and turning for half a while, their heads hit each other directly, 

And they were instantly bruised and bloody. 



The worst thing at this time was that their arms had been broken into 

countless pieces. 

As the two of them sat on the ground and wailed, everyone was completely 

frightened by Charlie. 

They simply couldn’t imagine how Charlie could easily flip two muscular men 

weighing more than 200 kilograms into the air. 

This kind of power could not be achieved by even a strong man! 

Joseph was also dumbfounded. 

He didn’t expect that the two most capable men around him would become 

useless in an instant. 

He had been in the gang for many years and had seen all kinds of injuries. 

The broken arms of his two minions had already been damaged. 

It turned over more than once. 

With this level of tragedy, even with all-out treatment and recovery, they will 

not be able to hold a mobile phone in the future. 

It is basically equivalent to losing an arm. 

This kind of strength is simply unbelievable. 

Joseph, who was a little nervous, subconsciously asked Charlie: 

“Who are you? What do you want to do?” 

“No matter how good you are at fighting, you may not be able to beat thirty 

or fifty of us, right?” 



Charlie smiled and looked at Joseph and said seriously: 

“You are such a kid and forget things.” 

“I am your Uncle Yechen, have you forgotten me?” 

Joseph did not expect that Charlie would call himself a kid when he opened 

his mouth. 

Seeing that he was not older than him, 

He suddenly became furious and shouted at the minions around him: 

“Come together! Kill him for me!” 

Although the minions were nervous, they had weapons in hand after all, 

And with the large number of people, they thought that their chances of 

winning were not good. 

So his expression turned cold, and he turned around to attack Charlie. 

At this time, Charlie made a blocking gesture and said to Joseph with a serious 

face: 

“Have you forgotten, kid? Your dad and I have been friends for years,” 

“And we always call him big brother. Since your dad and I are brothers,” 

“Then don’t you just have to call me uncle?” 

As he spoke, Charlie’s spiritual energy quietly entered Joseph’s brain. 

Joseph was stunned for a moment, then looked at Charlie, 



And said with excitement: “Fck! Uncle Yechen! It’s really you, Uncle Yechen!” 

These two shouts of Uncle Yechen stunned everyone at the scene. 

Everyone thought that Charlie was looking for death because he didn’t have 

any eyesight, 

And he even boasted that he was Joseph’s uncle. 

Wasn’t this just because he was tired of living? 

But no one expected that Joseph would admit it. 

At this time, Joseph excitedly stepped forward, 

Held Charlie’s right hand with both hands and said excitedly: 

“Uncle Yechen, why are you here?” 

Everyone around him had their jaws dropped, and Gustavo was also 

dumbfounded. 

But Charlie said calmly: “This prison is not run by your family.” 

“If you can come, can’t I come?” 

“You are allowed to make mistakes, but your uncle is not allowed to make 

mistakes?” 

Joseph at this time said with great respect: “Yes, yes, Uncle Yechen, you are 

right!” 

Charlie rolled his eyes at him, then pointed at Gustavo and said: 

“Today you give uncle face, this person you should not touch him.” 



Joseph said without any hesitation: “Okay!” 

“Since Uncle Yechen has spoken, I will definitely not touch him again.” 

After that, he looked at Gustavo with a serious look on his face and said: 

“Gustavo, you are fcuking lucky today.” 

“If Uncle Yechen hadn’t come out to speak for you,” 

“I would have asked my men to turn you into a hornet’s nest!” 

 


